+++ MJO signal weak +++ Active throughout DYNAMO area +++

• Current Conditions/Previous Day Recap

The broad cyclonic gyre in the western IO has weakened. The eastern gyre now forms a “twin cyclone” circulation with a vortex in the southern Hemisphere eastern IO. Overall, convection has increased throughout the Indian Ocean in the last few days, likely associated with the superimposing of active Kelvin and Rossby wave modes. In fact, the overall activity of convection throughout the Indian Ocean may be comparable to the active phase convection.

In the DYNAMO arrays, convection was widespread throughout both arrays. This can also be seen in both the Gan and Revelle radars.

The low-level westerlies are still pronounced near the Equator.
• Day 1 (0Z 21-Dec to 22-Dec)

Active convection in both arrays with the twin cyclone gyre centered over the eastern end of the array. Most active in the eastern side of the domain.

Gan: Frequent convection and heavy rain possible throughout the day and night. Heavy rain. 5-20 mm accumulation.

• Days 2-3 (0Z 22-Dec to 24-Dec)

Twin cyclone circulation weakens and shifts slightly east to over the DYNAMO area. Widespread convection and organized systems likely in both northern and southern DYNAMO arrays, most concentrated in the east end of the arrays. By day 3 and onward, convective activity focuses more in the southern array with the northern array drier, but Gan and the Revelle remain at the northern end of the wet area.
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